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KOSOVO’s EXPOSITION TO HYBRID THREATS
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Shpendim Oxha
College UBT, R.Kosovo, shpendim.oxha@ubt-uni.net

Abstract: The state of Kosovo is located in a geo-strategic position of the Western Balkans, and
continuously is exposed to threats of interference by Serbia, whether directly or in other forms,
like the hybrid threats. Kosovo is lagging behind in receiving more recognitions of the states in
the world, and Serbia’s mature engagement in order to make obstacles in its membership in
international organizations, in one hand, and the political crises accompanied by frequent early
parliamentary elections, on the other hand, are sufficient political and theoretical circumstances
in taking our decision for the analysis of the hybrid threats in Kosovo. Since the trends and the
international developments in Western Balkans exclude the classical war as a mean for reaching
goals, now the war is being developed in other forms, like diplomatic, economic, and
technological ones. In referring to the theoretical definitions, the hybrid threats dedicate to the
use of methods and means by a state or non-state actor, which decides to influence practically or
strengthen its influence, in order to increase its interests, strategies, and evil-minded goals.
These definitions mostly fit to the special war of Serbia against Kosovo. The fact that Kosovo
does not have a special platform for reading the potential hybrid services, gives bigger interest
to our scientific analysis. The legal, political and economic aspect, the media aspect, as well,
without excluding the classical spying, that Serbia can still use in Kosovo, will be part of our
scientific analysis. I must emphasize the measures to be proposed in a manner that Kosovo will
be able to identify easier the destructive and destabilizing elements within its territory that
contribute to Serbia’s interest, and damaging Kosovo.

1. Hybrid threats as a new phenomenon in the world
1.1 Hybrid threats definition

When there is a case of appearance of the term which in organized manner and with a
plan, and at the same time in a symmetric and asymmetric way, this combinations imposes the
need for a new definition:”hybrid war”.
The expression “hybrid war” began to form about the expression “hybrid threat”, which
in November 2008 the American general George Kaysy in an informal manner defined it as
“Changeable and dynamic combination of conventional, irregular, terrorist and criminal
Possibilities”.1
As defined by “European Energy – Information Sharing & Analysis Centre (EE-ISAC)”,
the hybrid threats can be defined as a combination of violent and subversive activities,
conventional and nonconventional methods (like the diplomatic, economic, and technologic
methods), which are used in a coordinated manner by state and non-state actors to achieve a
specific goal, event that they remain in the officially declared war.2

1.2 International institutional respond against hybrid threats

Parliamentary assembly of NATO, respectively the Commission for Civil security
dimension in March 2018, among other things in the Draft Report on this field, says that the use
of hybrid techniques by Moscow is not accidental and it is not spontaneous.
This presents, according to this report, a well planned strategy, financed and coordinated, as
well.
Otherwise, NATO has established the Excellency Centres to resist the hybrid threats. So,
it has built important intergovernmental mechanisms to enable states and societies (NATO nonmember, as well) to fight in the non-declared war. The authors Eugenio Cusumano and Marian
Corbe, consider the civil-military respond against these threats, by increasing the Excellency
Centres, and decreasing the formal structures in the NATO headquarters.
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The NATO and the most powerful states’ reaction, with USA came as a result of the war
in terrain in Afghanistan between the American forces and the Taliban forces or the Israeli
army with the forces of “Hezbollah”.3
The reforms of transition to democracy and market economy initiated by the Washington
Consensus after the fall of communism have lagged behind in the Western Balkans and they
have yet to undergo transformation towards the EU (Matoshi & Mulaj, 2019: 180).4

2. Kosova is permanently being under the threat of Serbia
2.1 Kosova is not excluded by the hybrid threats

The security of one country is a systematic action. In order the security to work as a
principle structural element of the society it is necessary that each state to determine its security
politics, which is derived by the security condition.5 The security in the case of Kosova, which is
still in an open conflict with Serbia, and the latter is not excluded of developing hybrid threats.
në rastin e Kosovës e cila ende ka konlikt të hapur me Serbinë, nga kjo e fundit nuk this is as a
result of the new geostrategic circumstances in Western Balkans, Serbia cannot imagine of
turning back to war in relation to Kosova.
Kosova is being exposed more than the other countries of the regionto hybrid threats
because of the crisis and tghe political polarization, the absense of he sovereign authorities for
security inpolitics, its fragile economic conditions, rule of law, public security. In international
plan, being not reecognized as an independent coutnry, and being out of the international
organizations for security, present some pre-conditions that threat the securiyt of Kosova.6
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2.2 Are there any Serbian spies in Kosova?

There is no doubt that the nationalistic political Serbian essence, comes from the century
tradition of using violance in systematic manner against Albanian elemtn all over Balkans, and
wider.7 During the international administration Serbia wa very active in Kosova. The
increasement of the Serbian service in Kaosovo has a purpose of introducing distrust to KFOR,
UNMIK, international police, Police of Kosova, and other local bodies and institutions.8
Former Serbian exponents have openly said with numbers during the statements given in the
trial of the former prime minister Ramush Haradinaj a the Hague Trial, that they had spies in the
UCK, too, which were about 200. The former chief of the analytics of the Serbian secret service,
Zoran Stioviq, said this when witnessed against Ramush Haradinaj in Hague.9 The spy action,
like in every other country in Kosova, as well, are considered illegal. Article 124, who ever that
communicates the state secret, hands or makes approachable to a foreign country, foreign
organization os to a person that serves the others, is sentenced to prison from five (5) to twelve
(12) years in prison.10

3. The lack of a platform for reading hybrid threats
3.1 Insufficient legal infrastructure

The security condition is formed by many factors and indicators. They show the security
condition, the issues related to order in public, crime dynamic, and which has an impact on
personal security, the security on property belonging to citizens and those as a property
belonging to the society, the impact of the foreign element on the internal security, threats
coming from extremist organizations, development of the self-security in the region and the
world, international relations of the country, etc.11 In the intelligence and counterintelligence
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field in Kosova is acting the Kosova Intelligence Agency (AKI). AKI collects information on
threats against the security in Kosova.12
In relation to possbile activities of the AKI employees agains the interests of Kosova, and
in the interest of other neighbour countries, is working the General Inspector of AKI. According
to the law for AKI, article 10 line1, the General Inspector inspects AKI’s activities.

The

General Inspector is responsibel for offering a function to internal control in AKI while
reviewing

AKI’s activities, initiating inspections, audits and investigations,

reviewing

complaints in relatioon to AKI’s activities, or filed by persons in Kosova.13
Another institution that does not have executive competencies , but rather an informing
and counseling role, is the Secretariat of th Security Council of Kosova. The Secretaria of the
Security Council prepares reports on relation to security condition for the Government and the
Security Council. As in the old strategy, in the new strategy, as well, there is nothing specifically
for reading hybrid threats. On the other hand, the other institutions of Kosova until now did not
prepare any special platform for reading hybrid threats. By the Security Secretariat of Kosova
there were only some attempts like meetings and conversations that the employees had with
the high representatives of the Government, but there was no initiative or a specific proposal.

4. Conclusion

Even that Kosova has political crises very often, crises related to the Government and
constitutional ones, as well, until now there has been no action by security and intelligence
institutions to present evidence that eventually a relevant politician of Kosova, or another person
that has influence inpublic is cooperating with Serbia, nad that had a main and secondary access
in causing these crises or these various problems.
Kosova’s institutions have achieved to adopt the new Strategy for the Security, but on it
the hybrid threats are not mentioned that much.
Kosova does not have a special pltaform about reading hybrid threats, and this is why the
government institutions should initiate as soon as possbile the creation of the special pltafomr
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through which the intelligence institutions will easily note, read, identify the actions or accesses
of the specific persons, including the specific politicians.
Kosova does not have a special institution to work only on revealing espionage that goes
in the interest of Serbia, something that North Macedonia with the Agency for security and
intelligence, which works on identification of the espionage element. This is why it is necessary
to create a special Agency for external espionage only.
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